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Abstract
Two seismically active regions and also the occurrence probabilities of strong mining-induced tremors of them are 
determined by the comprehensive index method to improve the monitoring efficiency of seismological observation 
system in San He-jian coal mine. The set consisted of 91 candidate points is formed based on the general choosing 
candidate points of geophone stations. To this kind of large-scale network configuration of combinatorial 
optimization problem in coal mine, natural number coding method is used to construct the individual genes 
expression of microseismic network configuration plan in genetic algorithm and the individual fitness function is 
built to evaluate the performance of configuration plan based on the theory of D-optimal design. Crossover and 
mutation operators are mixed and improved to prevent the premature convergence of algorithm thus increase its 
performance. The application results from situation show that: (i) the optimum solution can be quickly solved by the
genetic algorithm;(ii) the improved network configuration is better than the currently used one, which is proved by
using numerical emulation technique, because it significantly decrease the hypocenter location errors in the key 
monitoring areas, and the maximum error is reduced by 230m.
Keywords: microseismic network configuration; coal mine; genetic algorithm; combinatorial; fitness function; natural number 
coding;optimum solution
1. Introduction
With the increase of mining scale and depth year by year, rockburst induced by deep-mining, 
represented by the characteristics of sudden, sharp and violent thereby threatening the safety production 
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of mine, which may even bring about great financial loss and casualties in coal mine[1-2]. Because 
traditional monitoring methods gradually cannot meet the needs of situation, the microseismic monitoring 
system fitting to different studying objective and monitoring scale is applied through importation and 
self-research to monitor and forecast rockburst in recent years. Jiang Fu-Xing et al[6-9] have improved the 
software and hardware of Siroseis system initially developed by CSIRO and further developed the 
monitoring system with self-owned intellectual property rights to achieve a good practical result in Hua-
Feng coal mine. Pan Yi-shan et al[10] developed a set of system for monitoring destructive kilometer-scale 
mine tremor, which is applied in the rockburst monitoring of Mu Cheng-Jian coal mine in Beijing. Lu Qi-
Hu developed a set of KZ1 type system which is successfully applied in the rockburst monitoring of San 
He-Jian coal mine. Recently, China coal research institute has brought in advanced ARAMIS M/E 
microseismic monitoring system, manufactured by the institute of innovative techniques of Poland, to use 
in domestic Yue Jin, and several coal mines. The advanced SOS microseismic monitoring system, which 
is imported by Dou Lin-ming of china university of mining & technology from Poland mining research 
institute, is successfully popularized and applied in monitoring the rockburst of more than 10 coal mines 
like Hua-ting, Yan-bei, Gu-cheng, Bao-dian and Xin Zhou-yao, etc. Currently, although a great variety of 
microseismic monitoring systems are in use in china, the main function of them is to provide important 
information which is only consisted of the complete recorded tremor wave, the calculated source location 
and released energy. Gong Si-yuan et al[16-17] have studied and found that the accuracy of solved source 
parameters depend mainly upon the geometry distribution of the microseismic network, and put forward 
an optimal design and assessment system of network configuration. Based on the research results from 
the above paper, the solving model of optimal objective function of network configuration is built to 
study how to improve the monitoring precision of microseismic system installed in San He-jiang coal 
mine, thus to provide instruction in the adjustment and configuration of network on the spot.
2. The objective function of network configuration model
Kijko[18-19] and Gong Si-yuan[16] have determined the optimality of a given configuration can be 
quantified by a covariance matrix (X)Cθ . The covariance matrix is graphically interpreted in terms of a 
confidence ellipsoid, where the eigenvalues of (X)Cθ form the lengths of the principal axes of the 
ellipsoid. For a configuration parameter X, the smaller the product of principal axes, namely the smaller 
the volume of the ellipsoid, the more concentration of the estimated parameters, that means the high 
location accuracy and the advantage of configuration parameter X. According to the principle of D-
optimal planning, the volume is proportional to ]det[ (X)Cθ . The smaller of the determinant of (X)Cθ ,
the smaller the volume of the ellipsoid. So the network configuration *X , satisfying the minimum of 
]det[ (X)Cθ , is called the optimum solution. After considering the expected error in P velocity model, the 
covariance matrix is described by the following equation:
1)( −= WAA(X)Cθ
T                                            (1)
A is the partial derivative matrix of computed arrival times with respect to X, where
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Where Ti is the travel time between the ith station and source H(x0,y0,z0). The number of rows in A
corresponds to those stations which are used to calculate the source location.
W is the diagonal matrix of 
ii ,W , where
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in which 2tσ is variance of the error in P wave arrival time determination and PVσ is the variance of 
the error in the P wave velocity.
The above D-optimal principle is only applied to the condition that the mine tremors are 
concentrated in a small region. However, there exist several seismically active regions in coal mine, so 
the optimal solution *X in certain point is replaced by optimal solution *XΩ in area composed of several 
regions. Assumed that the tremor occurred probability is p(Hj) in a certain point Hj(x0j,y0j,z0j), therefore, 
the ]det[min (X)Cθ is replaced by the objective function of whole area HΩ .
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Where ne is the number of events within seismically active regions where are to be specifically 
monitored. The source location Hj and the network configuration plan X are needed to calculate the 
partial derivative matrix A.
3. The objective function of network configuration model
3.1. Solving network configuration model by genetic algorithm
Usually, there are hundreds of feasible points, identifying by the general principle of choosing 
candidate points of geophone stations[16] to form a set, from which it is very complicated to find the 
optimal solution of network configuration. When only few points exist in the set, the enumeration method 
can be used to find the optimal solution. But with the increase of candidate points, the solution space of 
network configuration combination problem is sharply expanded. To this kind of combination problem, 
the work should be focused on finding satisfactory solution. So the genetic algorithm is the best tool to 
find satisfactory solution.
The genetic algorithm consisted of five cyclic processes, such as the initialization of population, the 
calculation of objective function, the assignment of individual fitness, selection, and reproduction. Under 
the sensor number constraint condition, the initial population is formed by some randomly generated 
individuals from the set composed of feasible points. In this algorithm, natural number coding is adapted 
to represent the individual. For instance, the five points are randomly selected as the installation positions 
from the set formed by eight feasible points to form the individual（5，8，7，6，2，1，3，4）, of 
which the start five points are selected stations and the last three points are disused stations. Keeping 
disused stations in individual can provide maximum information and increase the probability of 
producing excellent individual in the crossover and mutation process. In this paper, six crossover 
operators are used, such as partially mapped crossover, cyclic crossover, edge recombination crossover, 
linear order crossover, order based crossover and uniform crossover. In order to improve the efficiency of 
crossover operators, the representation of individual, namely the network configuration plan, should be 
considered. Because the individual is made up of selected and disused stations, and selected stations are 
in front of disused stations, so if the crossover point is located in the range of disused stations, none of 
these crossover operators can effectively improve the objective function of new individual. Therefor, this 
paper makes improvement to all crossover operators by the rule that the crossover range must include the 
selected stations. The mutation operators used in this paper are including swap of two adjacent genes, 
shift mutation, exchanges the positions of two randomly chosen genes, swap of three randomly chosen 
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genes, inversion mutation between two cut points. Because the objective value has no relation between 
the orders of genes, swap of two adjacent genes can not effectively adjust the network configuration and 
just slightly influence other crossover and mutation operators, so the probability of using swap of two 
adjacent genes could not exceed other mutation operators. The mutation range should include selected 
stations for other mutation operators.
3.2. Construction of individual fitness function
After the formation of initial population, the objective function of each individual is calculated to 
determine the fitness. Because more than one seismically active region exists, each region should be 
corresponding to build an objective function. Then, the total objective function value is calculated 
according to the occurrence probability of mine tremor in each region. For the dangerous region, the 
weight of it in total objective function is heavier because of the high occurrence probability of mine 
tremor, so the solving process is naturally directed to ensure the high location accuracy in the high 
dangerous region. Another, the number of rows in A is a variable so that it could be less than 4, namely 
the triggered channels not more than 4. In such condition, it is impossible to solve the source location 
based on the source location theory[16]. For the possible to monitor the entire tremor coming out from high 
dangerous regions, a penalty function is introduced to avoid the bad condition. Such penalty function is 
achieving through adding value to the objective function value, but the added value cannot be so high 
thus causing the low difference and competitive between individuals, neither can it be so small thus not 
making sure the optimum solution is feasible solution. Hence, the optimal configuration model combined 
with penalty function will be that which minimizes the following:
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Where Rn is the number of high seismically active regions, nei is the quantity of calculated source 
points in ith region. When the number of rows in A is not less than 4, the penalty is not functioning, and 
while less than 4, then distant sensor is gradually added until the number of rows is equal to 4. Meanwhile, 
the value of ])det[()( 1−= WAAH Tjj pβ multiplied by α , generally 2≥α , is calculated.
Since the size of each region is different and the intervals of X, Y and Z axis are also different in 
space, so the nei may be different for each region. In order to better weight the importance of each region 
and prevent from being neglected because lack of source points, the average value of total location errors 
in each region is calculated.
4. Improvement of microseismic network configuration in San He-jian coal mine
Now, there are ten sensors installed in San He-jian coal mine with two installed in surface, eight 
installed in underground. To further improve the monitoring ability of dangerous areas, the re-design and 
evaluation are made to the current network configuration.
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Fig. 1. The distribution of mine tremor areas, candidate points and calculated optimal station points in the San He-jian 
coal mine
4.1. Identifying of monitoring areas and candidate points
There are three important production areas in this coal mine. Rockburst have ever mainly occurred in
region Ⅰ and Ⅱ in Figure 1, whereas most of destructive mine tremors occurred in west part of this coal 
mine. Because the mining depth of 9202 workface has reached 840m, and also the remnant pillar of 7202 
workface in 7 seams is above, therefor the stress concentration level is high. On this condition, serious 
rockburst occurred many times when the heading approached the dangerous area in 2002, one of which 
shifted the railroad rail 400mm towards the upper rib of roadway. Recently, two serious rockburst 
occurred in haulage gate of 7206 workface over the distance of 52m to 129m from the heading.
Two important monitoring areas, Ⅰ and Ⅱ, are determined by comprehensive index method, in 
which the probabilities of occurring strong mine tremors are respectively 0.85 and 0.35. In order to reduce 
the installation cost, the previous sensors positions are reserved as the candidate points, thus the rest of 
candidate points are chosen based on the described principle[16]. Finally, a set consisted of 91 candidate 
points are created in the map of mine working. Since the monitoring areas are big and only ten sensors 
can be in use, the goal is established to assure the location accuracy of strong mine tremor under the 
assumption that tremors can trigger all the chosen stations.
4.2. Optimal solution of network configuration
Because of too many points in the set, enumeration method is not feasible in time to find the optimal 
solution among 6.4×1012 plans. But figure 2 shows that the genetic algorithm can quickly converge to the 
best in the 50 generations. In this algorithm, crossover operators and mutation operators are mixing used, 
the number of running times of partially mapped crossover, cyclic crossover, edge recombination 
crossover, linear order crossover, order based crossover and uniform crossover in each generation are 
respectively 4, 4, 4, 8, 4 and 4, and the number of running times of swap of two adjacent genes, shift 
mutation, exchanges the positions of two randomly chosen genes, swap of three randomly chosen genes, 
inversion mutation between two cut points in each generation are respectively 5, 15, 15, 15 and 15. In the 
model, the expected P wave velocity of surface stations is 4000m/s, the expected P wave velocity of 
underground stations is 5100m/s, the variance of P wave velocity is 100m/s, the variance of picked P 
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wave first arrival time is 0.005s, and the α is set to 2. Under the input values of parameters in the model, 
the optimal network configuration plan is solved, see figure 1. Compared to the previous network 
configuration plan, six positions need to adjust and four are still kept. The optimal plan is shown in figure 
2.
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Fig. 2. The changing curve of optimal fitness and average fitness with generation
4.3. Evaluation of location ability of optimal solution
Based on the numerical simulation method[16], the contrast analysis of location ability between 
previous network and optimal solution are made by the complied evaluation software. Two schemes are 
constructed, A scheme is the current network configuration, B scheme is the optimal network 
configuration solved by genetic algorithm. In order to ensure the feasibility and reasonable, both of them 
use the same input value of parameters and the same seismically active regions. For each point in 
seismically active regions, the calculation times are set to 1000.
(a) A scheme;(b) B scheme
Fig. 3. Contour plot of hypocentre location errors for both of A and B scheme in the level of -800
For A scheme, the level of -800 is chosen to draw the contour lines of hypocenter location errors, see 
figure 3(a). Figure 3(a) shows that the errors in regionⅠ are smaller than regionⅡ. In regionⅠ, most of 
errors are below 80m, thus in region Ⅱ errors are within the range of 140~380m, and increase along the 
direction of southeast up to the maximum 736m.
For B scheme, the same level of -800 is chosen to draw the contour lines of hypocenter location 
errors, see figure 3(b). Figure 3(b) also shows that the errors in region Ⅰ are smaller than regionⅡ. It is 
found that the performance of optimal network configuration is greater than the current network, the 
location errors in region Ⅰ are below 60m, and the range also has been expanded. In addition, the 
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contour line of 60m extends to the range of region Ⅱ, so as to greatly decrease the location errors of 
region Ⅱ. The location errors of region Ⅱ are within the range of 60~240m, and increase along the 
southeast up to the maximum 506m. Compared to the A scheme, the maximum is reduced by 230m.
To further compare the location ability of two schemes in the level of -800, the location errors of B 
scheme minus the location errors of A scheme, the contour line is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, the 
area corresponding to the value greater than zero indicate that the A scheme is better than B scheme, in 
contrast, B is better than A. White areas in figure mean that A is better than B, but these areas are mostly 
outside the region Ⅱ and region Ⅰ. Because the location errors of region Ⅰ itself are low, so the little 
increasing of errors in local region has not much effect on the entire location ability. Hence, B scheme 
can greatly decrease the location errors of mine tremor occurred in this coal mine.
Fig. 4. The comparison of source location errors between A scheme and B scheme in the level of -800
5. Conclusions
 The geometry distribution of stations in coal mine is the main factor than influences the location 
accuracy of mine tremors. In coal mine, the adjustment and layout of microseismic network should be 
firstly optimized to ensure the high monitoring precision in the heading and mining process.
 When there exist great candidate points, the solution space of network configuration combination 
problem is sharply expanded, thus the enumeration method is not feasible to find the optimal solution. 
For this kind of large-scale combinational optimization of network configuration problem, natural 
number coding method is adapted to build the individual expression of microseismic network 
configuration plan in genetic algorithm, and also the individual fitness function is build to evaluate the 
performance of configuration plan based on the theory of D-optimal design.
 To prevent the occurrence of premature convergence and increase the calculation efficiency, the 
crossover and mutation operators are mixed and improved based on the coding type of individual.
 The optimal design system of network configuration is adapted to improve the currently used network.
The results show that the genetic algorithm can quickly find the optimal solution which is better than 
the used network that demonstrated by the numerical simulation method, because it significantly 
decrease the hypocentre location errors in the key monitoring area, and the maximum error is reduced 
by 230m.
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